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Shape Dependenceof the ’W ork Funetion

of Small M etallic Clusters
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Thestudiesonsman clustershaverecentlybecomeoneof themost interesting fields6n the

solid statephysics. By theaggregationof atoms, acrystal growstoform theultimateeχtended

solid structure and physical properties of the intermediate states between the atom and the

solid areparticularly taken an interest in tounderstandhow theextendedsoliddevelopsfrom

the growing cluster aggregate. Then, the stability of the atomic configurations, electronic

structures and ionization potentiaIs of the small clusters have so far been studied intensively

[11.

The observations of themass spectra and the ionization potentials for thesmall clusters

arestrong experimental methodstostudy thelr electronicstructures. lt wasfound that the

observed ionizationpotentialsfor small sodium andpotassium clustersEirelarger than thebulk

work function and vary with the cluster size [2, 31. An appreciable amount of the additional

energy ・72/2C isrequired tochargeupthevery small conducting clusters, whereg and C are

thechargeon thecluster and theelectriccapacity, respectively. Thework function W isthen

given by

W=呪十十首, (1)
where馬j sthework functionforthebulkmedium andd stheeledroncharge. Thecapacity

C and then W for small conducting clustersdependsstrongly on thesizeof thecluster through

thesecond term in eq. (1). For eχample, thecapacity C for a spherical conductor with radius

7? is equal to 7? .

0n theother hand, variousresults of eχperiment and theory show that thecoefficient 1/2

1n the second term of eq. (1) seems to be rather large. This coefficient is reduced when the

details of thechargeremoval from the cluster, including theeffect of imageforces, aretaken

into account. For a spherical cluster, Smith [4] and W ood /[5] showed that the coefficient

1/2 1neq. (1) isreducedto3/8duetotheeffectofimageforces. lnthisshortpaper, theshape

dependence of the work function W for small metallic clusters is discussed by taking into

Abstract

Theshapedependenceof thew9rk function of small metallicclustersisstudiedby taking

into account theeffect of imageforces. A general eχpression of thework function for prolate

and oblatespheroidal clustersisobtained. lt isshown that thework functionsfor theprolate

and oblate spheroidal clusters are smaller and larger than that for the spherical cluster with

the samevolume, respectively.
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wherethesurface of thecluster is theprolatespheroid given by 4 = 41with interfocal distance

α, ε,7z is the N eum ann factor ; Eo= 1 , ε。 = 2 for the positiv e integ er 辨 , and ? 1 and Q W are

associated Legendre functions of the first and second kinds, respectively. ln the oblate

spheroidal coordinates, theexpression of 叩 ( 畠, ηo; 41) is thesameaseq. (2) when μ, 乱 and

41arereplacedwith2α/ら 洛 and破1, respectively, whereαintheoblatespheroiddenotesthe

radius of the focal ring. Thedetails of the derivation of eq. (2) will bepublished elsewhere。

The expression of H/ ( & , 恥 ; 41) given by eq. (2) is very complicated. For the sake of

simplicity, we put 7み)士1, that is, wediscussthework required toremovean electron only from

apoint on z-aχisof thespheroid. ln thiscase, PI (1) = 心oandweget

(2)

(3)w(a,1;41)=ギ{Q(&)ゴ錯訟デ+{・ミ;(h+! )[9.(6)]’説示

べづづ聯帽2[n(a)e(6)]2も牡牛
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H7(4),恥;41)=誓{Q(4)-[艦なぐ十{・ミS(272+1)ε。

account the effect of im age forces。

For theprolateandoblatespheroidal clusters, theLaplace’sandPoisson’sequationsfor the

potential can be solved by using the prolate and oblate spheroidal coordinates ( 4, 77, φ) ,

respectively[61. 1ntheprolatespheroidalcoordinates, theworkrequiredtoremoveanelectron

from a position ( & , 恥 φo) outside of the duster to infinity is given by

W(4), 1; 4̀1) =鉛十晋(1柏ふ)谷
inthelimit of thesmall distance j = α( & 一心) of theelectron abovethepole ( ・l = 41and η= 1)

of the oblate spheroid, where 五?* is the radius of thu equivalent sphere again。

The values of 乱 in eqsン (4) and (5) for prolate and oblate spheroidal dusters aregiven in

terms of the aχially symmetric distortion param eter δ defined by Clem enger [ 7 ] as

乱= ( 2十δ) / 23/2い 11/2, where (i ispositivefor theprolatedistortionandnegativefor the

oblate distortion, resped iv叫y. Then, eqs. (4) and (5) are rewritten as

(5)

in the limit of the small distance j = α( 6 - 41) /2 0f the electron above the pole ( 4 = 41 and

η= 1) of theprolatespheroid, wherej?’ istheradiusof theequivalentsphere. Fortheoblate

spheroidal clusters, weget

=昌行卜 占)系

for a prolate spheroidal cluster. For an oblate spheroidal cluster, thesameeχpression as eq.

(3) isobtained againby thereplacementsof α, 礒)̀ and 乱 asmentioned above. ’

For私and乱≫ 1, Legendrefunctions八 (41) , 亀 (泰)) and亀 (乱) ineq. (3) canbeexpanded

in a power series of theinverseof 痕) and 41. Up to thesecond order termswith respect to ,ダマ

and 4マ, weget for theprolate spheroidal clusters

(4)W (泰), 1 ; 41)



W(6,1;41)=昌十音(1二音O谷
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for both of the prolate and oblate spheroidal clustersレ Our result of eq. (6) can be shown to

coincidewith that for the spherical cluster obtained in refs. [4] and [5] when ∂̀= 0.

The first term in eq. (6) isthesame asthework required toremoveanelectron just above

the surface of the bulk medium and then it is induded into thebulk work function 呪 in eq.

(1). Thework ♂/4j , which isderived by theclassical electrostatictheory, becomesinfinity

when どZ tends to zero. However, the image force is a part of the change in the quantum

mechanical eχchange-correlation energy when an electron leavesthecluster and theclassical

theory breaks down in the limiting case of j = O [11. Anyhow, the work, ♂/4j , can be

attributed to thebulk work function Ui in eq. (1).

0 n the other hand, the eledric capacity C in eq. (1) for prolate and oblate spheroidal

dusterscan beshown tobethesameasthat for thespherical cluster with thesamev01umeup

to the order of ぷイ . T herefore, theshape dependence of thecapacity for theconducting clusters

does not take part in thework function W in eq. (1) within thepresent approχimation.

ln this short paper, the work function for the small metallic clusters has been shown

explidtly to. depend on their shapes∠W e have discussed it only for the special position just

above the surface of clusters on the z-aχis, i.e. , ηo= 1 1n the prolate and oblate spheroidal

coordinates. H owever, it can be easily understood that eq. (4) is the smallest value for the

prolate spheroidal cluster and eq. (5) is the largest value for the oblate spheroidal cluster,

becausethework functionbecomessmaU whenthecurvatureof thesurfacebecomessharp. An

eled ron will beemittednear fr6m theposition wherethework function isthesmallest andthe

duster is ionized. Therefore, it is concluded that thework function for small metallicclusters

depends strongly not only on the sizeof thecluster but also on the shape of the cluster.

Furthermore, it can bepointed out thatsomeinfolTmationson theshapeof clustersmay be

obtained from theobservedvalueof thecoefficient in thesecondterm of eq. (1). Recently, this

coefficient wasobserved tobe0.33 for the potassium clusters [ 31, which isa littlesmaller than

3/8 forsphericaI clusters. Thisreductionofthe(;oefficientmaybeeχplainedbythedistortion

of the clusters as shown in the present paper.

(6)
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Notead面 d 振 鈴o好. - Recently, Y . lshii (SolidStateCommun. 61 ( 1987) 227.) hasdiscussed independent-

1y the ionization potential of the conducting spheroidal dusters. W hen η= Oand Z = - 1, eq. ( 8 ) in hispaper

coincides exactly with our results of eqs. ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) .


